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The effect of thermal and mechanical-treatments on the 
---ti=i·nsile. and notched. tensile properties. of post-tensioned .. ,---. --------~-----~ 
concrete tendon material (AISI Type 5160 steel) was studied. 
The process variables studied included normalizing, proof 
stressing and stress relieving sequence, stress relieving . 





· 1 ma terials. The effect of test temperature on the properties 
,. - . - c--~ 
. . ... ----- -·-----··.-·-- ------ i 
The fracture toughness of two conditions was also studied. 
!l 
parameters, Krc, were calculated where applicable. 
None of the variations in processing, excluding quench-
ing and tempering, improved both the notched and smooth bar 
properties. The quenched and tempered specimens performed 
better in either one test or the other, and in some instances 
better in both. Test temperature had a marked effect on the 
notched tensile results. Notch severity was also shown to 
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The use of concrete as an engineering material has been· 
- --- -- increasing at a rathe·r remarkable rate in order to provide 
civilization with a sufficient number of highways, schools, 
and places to live and work. The ·strength demands placed 
upon the concrete have increased as engineers attempt to 
keep size and weight to.a minimum and architects attempt to 
improve the aesthetic features of their designs. Concrete 
performs quite adequately when purely compressive stresses 
are involved. However, the tensile strength of concrete is 
qnly about 10% of the compressive strength. The tensile pro-. 
perties of concrete structures can be improved by the addi-
tion of alloy steel tendons. A network of these tendons is 
,/' 
!!'.,,,-· 
constructed and the concrete is poured over···them. After 
-- · t·he~ concrete has,-l,ecome hard the· tei1dons are loaded by 
hydraulic jacks to about 60 to 70% of their ultimate ten-
. ~-s11e·· strength. 1l'he t-e-ns1.-j_-e-·--i~cad is·-mai-ntai--n~~a-wi--th a 
gripping .. _ wedge or .. ,nut which rests on the end plate. Figure 
1 illustrates a concrete structure with a tendon under a 
tensile load. The net result is a concrete structure with 
) 
I), 
- :~ .. . • ;I •- •" ,,, • L '-•"-•• -• ·- •· t'" _., - •' • ···-·. ···- .• , -· ____ ,.,.__ ... ___ •• :~···, .. ...:.a.-.... , .• ··-- .-•. , ............. , .. __ ,4_ .. ___ • , •• ·---·~:-: ..... -....... _ .... _.\ .... __ ,._ ···-. ' --- ' •. 







tendons also provide a method of connecting precast struc-
1 
..C.,,•·,-.·,···---·-"c";··~- •---,-·,c-,,·--·ii!-•.....,..-,.~,·-.,,......,•"··-«....,..-'c'•"""•·· , •. ,.,-•·•·. ···•···· ···-·-·•·. ··.~ .......... •·. , ... •.,,., .. ,,, .•.... ,., ......... ,. ...... ''c··'·,·•·•·············· ~-·······••• ..• ,.,-, .. cc,·.·.• ·~···c"· ... :. ··•··· .,,, ... ·.,·•••·c.,' ,,. .. _ ......... ·'"'··'"''......,~"~•="•"=·•,.,, ....... , • .,,, ....... , ..... •, ...... ·······-··· ......... ,_,_ ..•... .,.,., ... , ...... • :··' •c..-,. ··~·······•••••"''···· •• -···-······-~· ••··• ... - ...... _ .... _ ••••••••• _. •.• .,..,-__ .. -----· -·-· -~-~~··-c"',I>--·; .......... ,_. "I 
Knowledge is needed about.the relationship between 
metallurgical factors and the mechanical demands placed.upon 
.. \. 
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, . 
tension concrete structures is- increasing. Tlie practice of 
---- -~-- -positioning -and c·onnecting trendon--s~ by ~-threaaed couplings 
' 
results in a fairly sharp notch. Also, a bar might ,be acci-
dentally touched by a weld electrode which would result in a 
mechanical notch and a metallurgical notch since an area of 
untempered martensite would be formed. 
The effect of specimen geometry on the notched frac-
/ 
ture stress; especially where the principles of fracture 
mechanics apply, has been extensively studied. In order to 
take full advantage of prior work the specimen geometry used 
in this investigation was made to conform with those pre-
a 
scribed by a fracture mechanics approach. Thus,· it was possi-
ble to calculate the"Blane Strain Fracture Toughness Para-
meter" where all fracture mechanics criteria were fulfilled. 
This aspect will be discussed further in a later section. 
Smooth bar tests were also conducted in each heat treated 
condition using a standard specimen size and geometry. The 
smooth bar test results provided a method of comparison be-
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The basis for sl1arp crack fracture mechanic$ w_as pro- , (r:) 
. posed by A •. A. Griffith in 1920 •. His concept of crack- J 
·~cz=.,:c. ••• - .. f"== · ··-- ·· ·· , .. ~ ... ·---..... ·· ···· · ·· ·· •··· · · · ·-· ·· ···· ·· -.......... ~ ...................... · ·· · · · ··· · ··-·-··c··-······c-'-C'C"-,,-,-.,C',._~~:cc-c--»,··.,·--··,··, .. , .. ,~ :~ 
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:·~· ·-. .-· 
a cataclysmic fashion if the available elastic strain energy 
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( 2) 
Irwin showed that the energy approach is equivalent (~) 
---to- a stress-intensity approach developed by Westergaard .• ------~-- --
The stress-intensity approach states that fracture occurs in 
a given material when a critical stress distribution is 
reached. 
Westergaard deve-ioped the ·following linear elastic 
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( 1 - ·sin 9 sin 38 ) 
2 .. - 2 
( l + sin e sin 30) 
2 2 
sin. e sin 3B 
-2 2 
'fx, ~Y and T xy are the normal stresses and shear stress 
on an element at distance r and angle e from the crack tip. 
K is the stress-intensity factor of the elastic stress 
~-
-~' 
field in the vicinity of the crack front. K is a function of 
the applied stress and the crack length (assuming an in-
,, 
- -- ,--~~--·--~---~.~~-~r:tni-tely sharp crack) • For a-~crack whose length ±s -assigned --~ --~ -~~---- - _.:_--· '.:; I 
;' (I', !\\}: 
the value 2a in an 1nfin1te __ plate, the stress intensity fac-
tor is given by: 







~--- _ =--~--~--~~~-.-----:~~--~---~· :·:~--- _ ~-~ the point of instability of crack extension; or fracture- .... -----·--·-------·---· -- , ..:~~-;: 
toughness. The fracture toughness term is used to indicate 
a measure of the resistance of a mat.erial to brittle failure 
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under severe stress condition as introduced· by the presence 
of a flaw. The ~ubscript I of Kr or Kr6 refers to the 
opening mode of crack extension, or plane strain conditions. 
The Westergaard equations describe ~lastic conditions 
and, therefore in materials which exhibit plastic deforma-
tion at the root of the crack, the crack length must be cor-
rected to include the plastic zone size. The plastic zone 
size is found by equating plastic yield conditions to the 
elastic ~tress distribution. Formulas have been developed 
to determine the plastic zone size for the various test geo-
metries. The formulas used for the notched round test speci-
mens are given in Appendix I. Since the Westergaard formula-
tion is based on elastic conditions it is valid only when 
the plastic zone size is small in comparison to the specimen 
diameter or thickness. A common test used to determine if 
essentially elastic conditions exist is to calculate the 
ratio rif notched tensile strength to the unnotched yield 
- ( 4) ---
strength. It has been shown that if this value is less 
than 1.1 the Kc value calculated from the formulas given in 
Appendix I will be the plane-strain fracture toughness. 
·,-·~·--, -·-·--------~--·~---r--·.-··,"-· '~"· "·'-, ·-Pliirie --s t-ra·:rn · represents· the· most severe· stress- c·ondi ti ons · ,_.,-. -""·-- ~---<-""····----···~·- ··'··-·-~ 
which can be placed on a material, thus the parameter cal-
. . . .. .. - .. ·-·- .... ' - - ·-- ' '" _._ __ 
. - ... ·· - . -· -<- -------'-····---~-W-~---~ .... u-u:1-atre-a-·under-·-t·he·se·-·"condit·ions .. 1s- ·the · lower ·limit -o·f fraet-ure-,;------~-,-·==--=~c--~=,~~= 
--··"·-···- ............. _ .... ····-··--·······--·-···-·-·--·-······-·- ·······-- -·· ·-·-··-·-.. --- ···- ····-· .. 
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. ~ 
toughness. That is, there is no way in which the stress con-
ditions can be made more severe in thei:.~ effect on fracture 
toughness. T~e plane-strain fracture toughness parameter 
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EXPERIMENTAL .. PROCEDURE 
Description of the Steel Tested: 
The material tested in this experimental program was an 
· .AISI · Type 5160 steel. Two heats were tested with slightly 
varying chemistry. The chemical analyses are given in 
Table I. The material supplied was 1 1/4 inches in diameter. 
All specimens including the 0.505 inch diameter smooth bar 
tensile specimens were taken from this size bar. 
Description of Thermal and Mechanical Tre~t~ents: 
Several specimens were tested in the standard condition 
or modifications thereof. The standard condition consisted 
of proof stressing hot rolled bars to about 87% of the ulti-
mate tensile strength and stress relieving at 700°F for 
about 4 hours. Other specimens were tested in the austeni-
. tized quenc_hed, · and tempered condition. These specimens 
were normalized at 1600°F for 1 hour, austenitized at 1550°F 
for 30 minutes, and tempered at the desired temp·erature for 
· 4 hours. --
• ' I 
. I 
o: 
.,_fl_ a_-,. __ . '-'-'-'1-- ...... -... .......... ._~...,.,..,..,_..u, .. ,.:,..:, .... Jf!.,.e....,.. .. ~~,,, ..... ...,. .. ,~.,._w_.-,.,,~·-·.-·~ .. 1 -· •. • , •.•• -···• •. :,.-~-·-·.,_-,
-, • •. ·-._,._,-,;· .·~·-···· .• ·.-·r 
....... ·-.·. .. .... ,.. -·· .-, --. ·-·--· -· -· . "' . . . ., ··-· . -- \ .... ,. .. : ·"' ·- . --- • ··- -· ............ ·- ~-- -··· ·'·-. - -· - •• ··"···· --~ ·•-· ···-. , .... -............... ______ , __ ,_ ....... ...,._, ...... ,. • .::....J 
The high temperature treatments, austenitizing at 1550°F 
and normalizing at 1600°F, were conducted in a globar furnace. 
__ ; __ - - -- ····-· "-------~---·--------' --·------~ -·---- _.- -~·· ·-··· ,, ..... ---·· 
' . .. 
.,. - ----~---·-··· 
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-·-·---••••-····---......... -•••-·-··---····---···-·-••••••••·-:-·--••••········· ·-- -···Tpe·_:·· specime·n·s··· · w~re·· packed in--ea:st ....... iro~ ---c-hi-pS-······~Cl-: pPe-vent-----·····-·--·- ---·-···· .... ·-·---- .. -····-·-··· ,~ 
,. _ _, . . 
excessive~ oxidation and decarburization. A ther.mocouple was 
. placed next ··to· the specimens to monitor temperature and the 
--~·· .,I 
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time for the specimens to come to the desired temperature. 
-I.ow temperature treatment-a; stress~relieving a.nd tempering, -------- ----------
were performed in a forced-air furnace. About 20 minutes 
were allowed for the specimens to come to temperature. 
The proof' stressing was achieved .. by loading the spec1-· 
mens to about 87% of the ultimate tensile strength and then 
,:, 
,-.~.1' ~. 
immediately relea.sing the load. 
Description of the Smooth Bar Tensile Tests: 
The specimen used for this portion of the testing 
program was 0.505 inches in diameter and had a 2.0 inch gage 
length. It was a threaded-end round tension test specimen as (5) described in the Metals Handbook 
• The specimens were 
machined to their proper size before heat treatment except 
for the gage section which was left about 0.020 inches over-
size. The gage section was machined to the proper diameter 
after heat treating, removing all scale formed plus any possi-. 
~? . 
ble decarburized material. The specimens were tested in a 
Universal Testing Machine~· An extensometer was attached to 
. - a the specimens so that a plot of elongation versus· load could· 
be recorded which was then used to determine the 0.2% offset 
.-----··---,·---·--·--· -=------· -- --·--····-yie·ld str~ngth. -... The ult-imate ·tensile strength, · percent 
·---- _______ .. -·--·- ·"i" ------
· · ------.2------------------ ··reduction in ar·ea and ·percent elongation we.re determined 
==-~--=-" .. _______________ .. _ -i.n--the usual. manner-.-- (i---Se-veral- tes-ts--,were- --eond-u-e-ted· -·at------,-----·------·---=-· ~---c-c:-_ -- =-- --.. · .. ··· --·-··" 
.... - . . . - ., --····· '"'. -- ·- ..... ' ~-· ' ·• . 
.... ,. .... -... ·---~------ .. ·--·-···-···-·-···-·- ·- ..... ,.. .... -.... ·----·-······ -·· - ·--- ··:;··· '. ~ ..• - •• ''" ••• ·i • • • . ' • . ... - ·- .• . -· - ........ , .................. ··-· ...... ···-· -· -· ··-····· ·-····-···--· . -··--···-···-· ········~---····~·····- -- -·········-~:-:~~--,.-·-·······-·-····~- ~ 
-temperatures about and below room temperature. The_ specimens 
tested above room temperature were heated in a forced-air 
~ furnace to about 120°F above the desired test temperature. 
f 
8 • 
. ~:.~ . • -· ·j·: " • 
\, 
The specimens were placed in position in the testing .. machine 
------~-~~ -----------------a-na·a. chromel~~alumel thermocouple was welded onto the 
,.. 
shoulder of the spec~men using an electric _discharge welder. 
The temperature of the cooling specimen was monitored with 
a direct reading potentiometer. The cooling rate was very 
slow in the range of temperatures which were ·tested. The 
specimens cooled about ·5°F every two minutes, and .since it 
only took abo~t two minutes to conduct the tests, the actual 
test temperature was within ±5°F of the desired temperature. 
The tests conducted at 0°F were conducted in a similar 
manner. The specimens were placed in a cryostat containing 
dry ic~ for about 15 minutes. The specimens were ,removed and 
placed in the test machine. A thermocouple was attached and 
~he heating rate monitored. The heating rate was similar 
s· to the cooling rate. The temperature during the -test could 
not be controlled as closely as for the elevated temperature 
tests because of the heating due to internal friction as the 
. 
-specimen was loaded. Temperature measurements taken imrnedi~ 
ately after the test was completed indicated that the speci-
'lij-' 
mens were all between 10 and 20°F. The temperature at the 
' 
--· . ··-· - ' 
.._ .. ----· ·,~•-"---~,..,...~-~-· ~ . ,--· . · ---- --· "- ----·--··--------·----"- "-· ·-· ·pc>"ifit --or y-ieldirig was· prob-ab.iy· ve-ry'""'ciiqse~--to 0·0-Ii, because most 
of the heating ~ccurred after the specimen began to neck. 
. 
w ~ 
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region of the neck. The heating.rate was thus quite uniform-
and quite slow until the onset of necking •. Since necking 
takes place after the yield point is reached and after the 




. . .,,. 
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"~·-··~--···~ -~-.... - -······---·~ ... -. __ , ... .,, ... 
maximum load, it ,.is re·asonable to assume that these pro-
OM,, 
-- --------- -perties were measured quite close to the desired temperature~ 
- ~ -··· =-___,,..., -- ~----::- - ·-~·· 
The percent reductiqn in area and percent elongation.w~re, 
however, subject to error because these properties depend 
upon the test temperature at all stages of testing. 
Descripti~n of the Notched Bar Tensile Tests: 
The geometry of the notched bar tensile specimens com-
plied with that reconunended by the ASTM Committee on Frac-
- ' (6·:) 
• - . ' • . '. •. •' I . . . 
• ..i.._ - • 
· ture Testing of High Strength· Materials • Most of the 
specimens were 11/4 inches round, the one exception will be 
discussed later. The specimens were 8 inches long with 1 
inch of 1 1/4 - 12 N.F. threads machined on each end. The 
distance from the centrally located notch to the threads was 
thus 2.4 times the diameter which is greater than the 2D 
___ . limit. set .bY .. the ASTM Committee. The sp~cimen geome1;_ry is . ~ 
illustrated in Figure AP-1. 
The diameter at the root of the notch should be 0.707 
times the diameter of the bar, or in this _case o.884 inches. 
A notch was machined in the center of the specimen to such 
'" 
a depth that the resulting diameter was 0.900 inches. The 
"" .· ..... ~-·-··--·· ··• .. -c-·•·~'"·'···~---~=·=---.... c•····notch radius· was ·about· 0 ;0·10·- inches· •.. The· ··specimen 'Was then·· 
. . 
!_ __ . _______  
placed in the fatiguing device shown in Figure 2. The machine 
__ ... ,-.. -·---~. ·==·. . .. ··-· ...... = ... =• ......... , .............. -c ... - ............. ,.0 ............. , ................ , .... ~ ,., .. • .· ....... • .. ·. .. .... ..·· .. ·. · ... ,·--··-· --· ···- ·-----··· 
fitted with .a sleeve to .hold the 11/4 inch ~ia~eter bars. 
Threads wer·e tapped at· the bottom of the sleeve to keep 
the bars in place. A 2 foot extension arm was made to fit 
~ 
.......... ,. . 
\ 
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"' ' : . 
the threads on the other end of the specimen. A bearing 
.) 
-·-·--··· .. --:-·-------·-------~-----····· ... wa·s attached to the·· end of the extension arm so that weights- -------,~--------
could be. hung from the e~tension a.rm •. The amount of weight 
.;_, 
which was ~pplied was such-that the outermost fibers (at 
the root of the notch) were loaded. to about 90% of the smooth 
bar yield strength. The load was calculated using the for-
mula: 
90% yield strength= KMr/I. 
where K is the stress concentration .fact6r = 4.2(?) ·· 
Mis the moment= load times moment arm 
4 
I is the moment of inertia= r /4 
r is the radius at the root of the notch. 
The nwnber of cycles required to produce fatigue 
cracks using loads as calcula~ed abo~ varied from 2800 to 
·~~-54,ooo, but was usually about 20,000 to 30,000. The fatigue 
cracks were visible by means of a 20X eyepiece; however, there 
was no way of determining the depth of the crack until the 
. ,--_ '·'·~· _ ... _·_-· __ ·- - ----
specimen had been broken in tension. The depth of the crack 
was measured after fracture by placing the specimen on a 
metallograph with a calibrated stage. Six such measurements· 
' . 
~.l 
.. ·· · ... -..... ·· .... _~-,·, -~~ · '"· ··~·-··· · were · made at 60" intervals- ·around · the ·spe·cimen .- · · The ·crack· ·· - -···-----·"-~~-.. a·-~:,~ ... _, .. 
depth was taken to be the average of the six measurements. 
radius was determined by subtracting the average notch depth 
from o.450, the machined radius. 
The specimens tested at elevated ·temperature 'and at 
.. 
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·0°F were tested in the· same manner as the smooth bar tensile 
~ .. -·---·--~:pecimens tested at these temperatures. Since the cooling or 
-heating rate was slower for the larger ·specimens the test 
.. • ··- ~-· - < .I),, -
,. 
temperature could be controlled more .. closely. The specimens 
tested at -100°F were placed in a sheet metal container with 
..... ... -~-
the threads of the specimen exposed so that it could be placed 
in the tensile machine~· The container was then packed.with 
dry ice. A copper-constantan thermocouple was used to measure 
., . th.e temperature at the .. ends of the specimen. The temperature 
. ,. 
reached -100°F in a few minutes. 
Specimens from each heat were normalized at 1600°F 
for l hour and air cooled and then given the standard treat-
ment. These bars had to be machined to 1 1/8 inches round 
-
so that they could be loaded to 87% of the ultimate tensile 
strength without failing in the threads. The machined notch 
in these specimens reduced the net diameter to o.840 inches. 
They were then fatigued cracked so that the net diameter was 
- -~-~ ~· - -.·· about O. 795 inches, or O. 707 times the gross diameter. 
Description o·f the Hardness Tests: . . 
The hardness tests were conducted just below the frac-
.. . . . . . . . ture surface of the nqt_~tl-~d p~r -~~ns~:te. :3.P~Cime~~ ~. ..Af.~~r . ., <e•·-,·--·'-="~""~~~~.a·,a•~~·r"··-~--,-.... ,.,. --,-· .. -- .. --~,.-~~--~"""?:'·:-,~~o;;;~--·i ... _ ~-......... ~-.·,.;~·--=- .,_ ... ,,_.,, ---·. ,"-·'-· ·-·· ..... ,. ~ .. , __ .~.... . . - . . . 
. 
the specimens-were fractured a disc was cut from the frac-
tured end. The fracture surface was then ground j-ust enough 
,--,ce--~-........ ~~--"',,,,,_, ..... ,,:=.,,,,,=~=~==-~ .. ·c:":·cc ·· · .·• ·.· ...... .. ................ ···• · · ........................ · ........ ......... ..... 
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to allow hardness measurements to be made on the entire sur--
race. Hardness measurements were made near·the center, 
midradius,. and surface to make sure there were no differences · ········-·· -·------·---
:j, .. •; .. 
- . - -·· ··-- -·' -·- - -- -- .. - ···'--· ---~----------,-~-
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in structure across the fracture surface. These same spec1-
__ mens- were later used for micro--examination. 
DISCUSSION OF·RESULTS 
. The test results are divided into four groups to 
facilitate the discussion. These groups consist of the 
pearlitic materials, the martensitic materials, the specimens_ 
treated by different methods --.,t·o ... the same·--strength le·vel, 
and the fracture toughness parameters. 
Pearlitic Structures: 
. - ... ;., ..... - .. , ,.,. 
The results obtained for. specimens which had a pearlitic 
microstructure are given in Table I. It can be seen that 
changes in the seq_uence of the standard treatment had almost 
no effect upon either the smooth bar tensile properties or 
the notched tensile strength. These variations in process 
sequence include; cold stretching and stress relief at 700°F 
{the standard treatment), stress relieving and then cold 
stretching, or just cold stretching. The specimens which 
were normalized rather than as rolled prior to the standard 
treatment had s~milar smooth -bar tensile properties, and had 
slightly irnpr·oved notched tensile strength. The specimens 
which were stress relieved at 1100°F had very good notched 
• I > 
..., . 
-.- .. ' "'-··· ... -·.-. --- ····-
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attempt was made to rela_te t~e smooth bar results with thos~ 
obtained with the notched bar. Figures 3 and 4 show plots 
" 
of the notched fracture strength versus smooth bar yield 
• , "•• ....,·~ r•,-:-:---.. , .;·,_'.'"'" . .'~•, "" '"• , • • .,.,~ ,-
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·· strength and percent reduction in area. There was no cor-
I 
- ------~-----~ 
~--~-~-----~-- ---- relation between notched and smooth bar strength levels, 
~------ ------------
but there wa_s· some indication that the notched tensile 
strength increase.a rapidly with increasing smooth bar per-
cent reduction of area betw~en 30 and 45%. At percent re-
duction of area values greater than 45% and less than 30% 
there seems to be no correlation between notched fracture 
stress and percent reduction of area. 
The fracture appearance or the notched tensile specimens 
· is shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that there was very 
little variation in fracture appeara.nce, except for the speci-
mens stress relieved at 1100°F which showed more tearing 
than the others. Microscopic examination of these specimens 
revealed that there was little if any difference in micro-
structure resulting from the treatments. Representative 
microstructures are shown in Figures 6 to 9. 
Three specimens from Heat l in the standard condition 
-were test·e·a -without a fatigue crack. These specimens had 
only the machined notch which had a radius of 0.010 inches~ 
They failed at a stress level equal to the smooth bar yield 
.. 
-·- .~---~----••'MJ•••·-·•c•----·-~~------··••·'-• -.. strength. -· • ,-The,,--.-same,o .specimens •With-- a fat.1g.ue -crack•- failed•• a~~-~-------••<~----•··--•·••-•-"'-' 
,; 
· le·ss than one half the smooth bar yield strength. This 
-~----=-~ -- ... _.~.~~6lmo:nstratecl ra-ther .. s trongl.y the,. ,.e f f.e.c t oi', .,the ----not-~h--. -SbaI?Jl=~~==-=-·~"·~· - - --- -- -· -~-D 
""' ..... ·-······---·-~···-···-············"'''""''' ______ _ 
••--•-,.•-••-•••••••-••••"•••••--•••no,.••-••••••,.-•••••••"•--•••••••••,,• o, < 0000 -• •••""'u n oono,noooo ,,,, .... , ... H ....... ~, 
.+ .. ---·.-_ --('l 
~------- ---·-- --· -- -
------ ness on the resultant notched bar fracture strength. •-, 
Martensitic .Structures: 
The· results obtained -for spec1men.s. which had a marten- l. •. - • 
•• , • '" I - --·-·- ' -- ·---·--·-· ·• ···-· ·-·-· .--..· .. -- ~- . ·---····-· ___ .,.. .......... ~. ···--·----·---··---- ...... , ____ _ 
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sitic microstructure are given in Table II. These speci-
······ ---·:------·-·:~=~-- - ·· mens displayed a: range of smooth bar and· not.ched bar ten-
- .. 
sile propei:;ties. Specimens tempered at the lowest temp.era-
---~ ---- -----·~ 
I 
• I 
----- - --: --. --··-·--tu.re, ·soo--° F, had·. th.e . highe-st smooth bar . strength and the --~~---~-- -,,,-=···,...,'---·--i 
lowest notched tensile strength. The specilllens tempered 
at the highest temperature, 1200°F, behaved oppositely. 
~,. -~ . 
The effect of tempering tempe·rature on the various properties 
tested is shown in Figures 10 to 13. The optimum balance 
of. smooth bar-properties and notched bar tensile strength 
occurred at the intermediate tempering temperature, 1000°F. 
The results obtained for the two heats varied only slightly. 
The heat with higher alloy content had higher smooth bar 
properties, but lower notched properties. 
The plots of notched fracture strength versus smooth 
bar yield strength and percent reduction in area are shown 
in Figures 3 .. and 4. There was an inverse relationship be-
tween notched fracture strength and smooth bar yield strength. 
At a yield strength of 175 KSI the notched fracture strength 
changed quite rapidly. A similar relationship existed be-
, tween notched fracture strength and smooth bar percent re-
.. 
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· pearli tic specimens. The notched fracture· strength increased . 
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shown in Figure 14. The specimens tempered at the higher 
• 
temperature~ had very unusual fracture surfaces. In addition 
• 
-
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to the fracture normal to the tensile-- axis, ~here was fail-. 
__ ~~ ___________ ----~-___ .. _____ -_ ure in a direction -parallel .to tn,e tensile axis. - This can -
be seen in Figure 14e It is generally accepted that a tri-
-- ;,__ -. 
-· ,":J_ . at, • ·----- ·---- .,,---------.. ····-~---:.._,._._.. 
_._ ______ ,. ______ ,____~----- ---· • - •- - .. 
• . ·c 
,.--·· ·- ....... . 
axial stress state -exists below the root of a notch in a 
(8) 
circumferentially notched bar loaded in tension 
• Thus 
there are forces trying to pull the bar apart in all three 
·a1rections. The unusual fracture which occurred in the spec--
, 
imens tempered at high temperatures was caused by the fact 
that the strength in the axial direction of these ductile 
materials has been increased by the plastic constraint caused 
by the notch. If the radial stress reaches a high enough 
valuej. failure may also occur in a direction parallel to the 
axis of the bar. It was-qriginally believed that the longi-
tudinal failure occurred first; relieving the plastic 
constraint so that the failure perpendicular to the axis 
could proceed. Several specimens were loaded to a point 
just below which failure should occ~~·--· The specimens were 
then split apart and examined for transverse failure. Since 
there was none, the failures in both directions must have 
occurred at the same load. 
' 
Specimens Treated to the Samo Strength Level· ---.--~~---~- .. -,n·-----·-----:... ... _ ... __._ ... ,,...o:i..~-............ c~---·-·.,.--~·-,; ·--·-,···~--·..-....---~---~-~- ···--·~·--· ~- - -- . ' . ' . ' ' . . . . ... , . . . . . ~- .. ' . . . . . ' ... ·- -- ..... -. ~ IP D 
'Iwo process conditions from one heat were teste~ at· -
"' 
-- . ·, . ______ -------~~y~:rac:tl j;empera._tures _ above __ .and below room .. t.e.mp.e;ratur_es .•.. ~-The.~-~~==-4~.,a-~~==·= -···--·"·.!---· .. ---- ~----"":'~~---· ----- -------------"----- -- ------··i:;1· . 
~~-'! 
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stress-relieved treatment and (2) austenitized,' quenched and 
. . •,, 
tempered to the same str~ngth level as the first condition .• 
,.., 
. 
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Q • 
,. The quenched and tempered specimens were not quite as strong 
___ .... ___ ...., __ ·--··----------· ____________ ... as the · standard treatment, but, the difference was too 
~mall t'O affect the general purpose of the tests. The tern-
..... ,. ·······--··-----. - ..... . . -- -·-· ... - -·- - . ··-·-·----------------
~------··---··---~- --~· ...... ·--···· _.;,.___ ............. _ ___.. ________ -------'- -·«- ., ....• ··-· - --·--------~--------~-
r 
.. 
pering temperature selected to give a strength level com-
.. 
parable with the standard condition was 1130°F. The test 1" 
results which were obtained are reported in Table III. The. 
data are also shown graphically·in Figures 15 and 16.· It 
can be seen that with decreasing temperature the smooth bar 
strength levels increase, while the ductility decreases. The 
ductility values should be used only to indicate trends 
because as was indicated in EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE these 
" 
..... -
values may be subject to error. The expected result for a 
---·-----···"···------·- - •· ·-------- ···---------
- .. eondi ti on of increasing -sttietigth and ·ae·c·reas:trig ductility is 
that the material would be more susceptible to brittle fail-
, 
ure. ·This was indeed the case with the material in the 
standard condition. The specimens tested at 200°F had a 
notched fracture .strength which almost equaled the yield 
strength, whereas at 0°F the ratio of notched fracture stress 
to yield stress was less than 0.5. There was no s~gnificant 
difference between the ratio of notched fracture stress to 
Yiel··d·· ··· s-t,.,e s· s· -a· ··t--···· 75°F- ,,.-a-~- ·O· 0 -F··,·"····t··hu--e ·-t·he·re wa·s····a· ---1·ower· --1-···1-m .. ·1·t· ·---·=---·~--~·~~-------"· .. ·--· ···· ..... ..... ....---.-, ... ,.~.,c'.____...._---:.., .... _.,,. ... -~,.-. ..~ ....... - ...... --t-w.;;.t:J.r"a:.,-. .. ,-._.. • L', '• • • .-·.1.~. • 1·1·u .a.;, 
.. 
· · ........... · · - for the strength -ratip. · · ········- ··· ••••• ·:-. - - ' ,•· .__:_ •• ____ ...___ L... • • 
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than 75°F because the specimens in the quenched and tempered 
condition were notch strengthened even at temperatures down 
t·o -100°F. The tempered martensi te was shown t~-.i-· be ·quit~ 
- L --~----·- .. --~-~--· _ .. __ .... -- .. --.... ·-... ---~------.. --..-----,.~-~ .... --, ,• 
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,•'· . . . ' 
ductile and resistant to brittle fracture even at -l00°F. 
' ' 
--~-·----, --· ·--- ------------ -- ~----- --- -
· Al though there was no change in the fracture strength, · ·there 
was a change in the fracture appearance, as is shown in Figure 
, . 
~------__..___.-~___....._,,;._ ...... _ ·---~- . 
The fracture ·1n a dirfi"c.ti-ori parallel to the specimen 17. 
'axis disappeared at the lower temperatures and the amount of 
fibrous fracture (the dark areas which have probably f'ailed 
.. 
~." ... in a. ductile manner) decreased. Thus, i?he fracture appe.arance 
indicates that a transition from ductile failure to brittle 
failure may occur, although the fracture strength does not 
reflect this. 
The morphology of brittle fracture in a pearlitic and 
martensitic steel containing 0.56% Carbon has been investi-
. (10). . 
--------------~--- -----·-····----------- gat.e.d b.y Turkal_o_ .... ___ • . She found that. the fracture facet 
,,.,.1;.. 
-. 
size is dependent upon the size of ferrite areas with a given (11) 
crystallographic orientation. Hillert has shown that 
the crystallographic orientation of the ferrite in a pearlite 
colony is the same throughout since the cementite and ferrite 
plates are actually interpenetrating single crystals~ In 
~ddition the orientation of the proeutectoid ferrite is quite 
~~· 
. 
,, often the same as adjacent pearlitic ferrite. Thus, the frac- ... 
ture facets should be at least. as large as the pearlite 
--~·~ .... --•__.n..,u,..,....•~•;..~~ • ,,.--. ~,.~._ .... ,, •.•. .._,. .. ,.,_,.,~-·· ···, ••• ..,.c.-· .,. 
i! 
--
colonies. Turkalo found them to vary_ in size between the .... ·,--------~-----------··· 
average pearli te colony size-)' and the prioF austeni te grain 
., ----·-_--·-:-::-_-:.-;.fl:-::... .. :._ .. _ ....... ._ -·- ··-- - -······;:;·~-~-:--····_ ··~··-:--··. ··-··';·:.:,-~-----_···:--~· ···--.··:·····-··· ~ ... ~_._,..c,_ ·"···~·····-···:·':·~-=~~- ="=· =-=---~~· 
.. ' 
.. 
. equal to the martens1te needle size which was quite small 
---·-· ---··--------- ....... , ............ in comparison to the pe .. arli.:te colony si.ze • Turkalo has .sug.~. 
.. - ..... ·-- ~ ... ~~ . --~-------...---- - - --------------· ... -.-.--,-...... ,..,, .. __ -----·-·-·· ,.,-...... ---~--· . ....,._, _____ ..__._ ___ ~·- . -... ,. 
J,, ..... ; • 
. .... . ......... ............ .. "1' ' 
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·.· •.,..... .,._ •. ~.- -~--:r-" - ~·---·-··----~-~ .. - ........... -----··---.... ----.,. 
gested that fracture toughness is related to the fracture 
. . 
facet size;· so that a given steel treat~d to have similar 
strength levels but different microstructures will sho~ a 
dependence .of fracture toughness on microstructure. The 
. 
results obtained in this work have substantiated Turkalo 1 s 
suggestion. 
Fracture Toughness Parameters: 
Up to this point little mention has been made of the 
fracture toughness parameters b~cause some of the notched -, · · 
bar failures did not occur under plane strain conditions. 
Thus, it was better to discuss the results based on notched 
fracture strength alone. Many of the specimens did fail in 
plane strain conditions and the Plane Strain Fracture Tough-
ness Parameters, Kic, are reported in the Tables for these 
specimens. 
It was mentioned in the section on FRACTURE MECHANICS 
\ 
. . . 
that if the notched frac~ure strength. to smooth bar yield 
strength ratio is less than 1.1 plane strain conditions 
exist. A fracture toughness value was calculated using the 
procedure outlined in Appendix I 'for all specimens which had 
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tested atvarious t·emperatures were all less than 1.1. This 
I 
indicated that plane strain conditions existed for all test 
temperatures. . The data demonstrate that tqe fracture tough- · 
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. 
ness parameter is temperature dependent. The values obtained 
. . 
------·------·---------------------- at -75°F and -0°F--were quite· similar, -s-o there is· probably a 
-
limiting lower value. A plot or Kic versus tes.t tempera-
ture is shown in Figure 15. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. At the same strength .level microstructures ·produced 
by oil quenching produced superior notch fracture strength 
to that shown in bars th·at were cold stretched and stress .; ';:: 
': •-·· - :..\•. :.. 
---- ·- ·- - - - - .... --
..... -,_ ~ _l. j 
relieved. 
2. There was no relationship between smooth bar yield 
strength and notched frac~ure strength for thepearlitic 
materials. There was an inverse relationship between these 
two strength values for the martensitic materials. Above a 
critical value of 170 to 180 ksi in yield strength the notched 
-- -- - - . -
... --- ... ·-··· ... 
fracture strength dropped rapidl'y-. ---- ,. · ~--_ - ---'~- _-_· • ___ • _- . ~---. ------ .----.--- •. -_-_->--.-- ____ _ 
3. There was a marked increase in notched fracture 
~ 
of 30 to 45% reduction in area. 
4. Changes in the commercial process sequence and 
variables had very little effect ·upon propert-ies. The one 
•-·.._,_,__ ----·---_..,,,:r,-..... -·--.....,_......-..,o.-• .. ••-~•-·-~--~·--,·--h~·, .... - --, ...... ,. ,.-.., •.....•... ,.-, .... -._- ·,·-· ---.·-· · •"·"• ·.,,-,·- ,, ,,. -- ,, ..... , ··•·· , .... ,. -,--~.-,---.--~·-·····~--~---·--···-···••-,-·-,w•--.-~·- ..• u c· ........ ..,.~ .. -·-···--~,.-----~-,,,,-·-···"•·••• .-,,--.-~,"'-.,..,----·-· _,.,-,.,-.,.,.., ,_,,.._,n-•....-..~.,,•-.-.-.. ... , .... .,.-..., • .0..,,•..,••s-t----.•-"- .. -·•--."""'"'"._.,.._ •• __ 
. . exception, stress relief ~at 1100°F ,. was impractical because 
.... _____________ ,. ______ ,, ___________________________ ,,_ ...... -- -- . . . . . . ----~---- -·· -----~-_J"-- ------ -----
the yield strengthswas drastically reduced. . ' 
-~·-•"•~•« ==. =-=~=·•= ·-- .. · .. --·--.-,. ...... _ .. __ cc··cccc•~~"""'''"·c·."'·""c·"'--·••----------"----,--------·-·---- ...... -. _ 
. . ... -, . - - - 5. . Increasing tem1:iei;··11ig·----·~t·e-rripfir·a·tur·e· .. ----·1·owe·red .. ·s·moc>"th ............... ----------· ---- ........................... ----- .. -
bar strength levels and raised smooth bar ductility and notched 
. -v• ... ,.. ........ . fracture ·strength • 
- .,. ....... ,.,- ..• _,__. ... -- . 
_ 6. Test temperatu·re may have ani '.effect on the notched 
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tensile. strength·. 
-- -- - . - - - -- - - .- -- ----- - - --- - - . -·- . - . - --- - - - ·- - --·-,- ,. __ - ' - - . - - -- - ·- - - . - . _..,.... - - :._ . - -
1 '.. :; 
------ ___;__ . ----. -~--~-~ ..... ___ ---····20 -• 
Notched tensile strength and K values 
-- Ic 
·-·--- ------------
_________ :··--.,-----~·-~----··-decreased with decreasing--tes-t·· temperature·tu--some limiting - · · 
lower value. • 0 
7. Bars given-the standard treatment were not severly 
,,- - embr-1 ttled at room temperature by a charpy notch, whereas 
those specimens which had a fatigue crack were embrittled. 
' ' Thus, notches produced by proper threading will not improve 
the load carrying capacity, while notches produced by fatigue . 
. .. 
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APPENDIX I 
- ----- ---- - --- - -- - - -- -- ---- - - - - - -- ···------ - ·--·---- ----- ----
,, + -- ----~----The general configuration of the fracture toughness 
.. -:-: 
specimen used in this.experimental program is shown in 
Figure AP-1. The specimen had an ov~rall length of 8 inches. 
' ·' 
One inch of threads (1 1/4 - 12 N. K.) were machined on each 
. . 
- ., . 
end. The major diameters used .w~re 1.250 · and 1.125 inches. ·. 
2 Kr0 was calculated from the following equation: 
2 
_ Krc _ = 1.6~ P
2
D · ((.172 - .8 (d/D - 0.65) 2 )) • l. 
d . , 
The factor in brackets varied from 0.1697 to 0.1720 
. ·. ____ .: __ .. ). . -. ~ - ·- ..... - . -
for the d values dete~mined for the specimens tested. Thus, 
an average value of o_.171 was used. If D is as-sumed equal to 
" 
- 1.250, equation l reduces to: 
2 4 2 Krc -- = 0.348 (1/d )P • • • .•. • • •. • • .. • •. • • 2.-
The d used in this formula is dt,, the actual diameter 
,at ·the root ·or the notch.,- plus ·the plastic zone size which 
.. 
is calculated from: 
. · . _ . Kic 2 ( 1 - V2 ) - . ... , · . - . 
dp - •••••••.••• ~ • • 3. . 
-----,-----~----:···-----·-" .. -,,·-9----TI· 'f -2 -. y· ~ -.~- ;· ····'"·---·---.. ---------·---·---------------------------------;,------_ --·--
If V is assumed equal to 0.33-, equation 3 reduc:es to: . 
r~ ,. ... , .. -" 







d = d0 - dp .. .: . •: . 
... ,;-i •• j •. -
. :• . ~ ...... . • :e_ . •• • . -.· -~- 5. 
;.. ~ k ,• •• • -· -- ... ___ ·-,.- . ....., __ ........ ·., • ..... ,, ... • .-- ....... o· ~· -~ ,.__,. .. , .. ~ ... •oOON.-'·-, ••-.-••·•• 
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- I 
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-· 
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....... , ........ '-·-···---··•" "•-·-----·---------·---··--···-·· -·-··--···-' ·----- .. --.- ... -
22 • 
--· ---- ---·· ----'- ·-




Kr0 '1s found by successive approximations. That is, 
---------------~-<-c--,----,--~ ---. a---va-lue foP---Kr·c is-- used -in equation 5. The va·lue of d ca1---------------------------------
culated is then used in equation 2 to determine a new Krc· 
·I 
--The advantage gained by repeating this process more than 







For plane-strain tests only: 
d0 is the minimum diameter of the fatigue 
crack at the root of the notch. It is 
measured after the specimen has 
been fractured. 
EGic 
(1 -V2) =Krc2 = 
!~634P2D((0.172 - 0.8(% - 0.65) 2 )) d . . 
= Poisson's ratio 
E = Elastic modulus 
P = Load at fracture in pounds 






The e~ation may be reduced to Krc = 
o.414 n {D if do is approximately ,] 
·equal to O. 707D and if the term j 
---- --- --- - ' -·· --~~ .. ---'!.----------·-------·--
,,Krc2/3lf'f ys~ is very small compared 
to d0 • 
p Vn = Notched strength based on the 
area d2/4 _ 
____ ,___ ----,..- ,.---------------~--~·->-... ·-------............ ,.-.~ ... ~~- ·-------· .. -- ----------.----
. ' 
::---~~~---::·-~~:-_·---:-::---:~':"":'.:.::"_":;~'.-~·-· .. ~!":":::*":-·~>~~~ ... -~-- ~ -~ _-::-_-' .. --- ..... --·--" - -· ----·-····- ----·-·:------ ·- -_ · .. : .... ·- .. • .... -----. -.· .. ~--···-·-·_···-··"" ..... ·-···- ..... _-._ ...... :•_ - ···-·_·-. -···-·»-_ -- .. ~-_ ..... --·--.--·· »• __ • .,_ - ---··· ·: •. ' . . 
- - -
....... --- ···-· ...... ···--·-··--·· ...................... ·----· --····-·----···-·-........... -........... ... ....... . . . . .. 
- FIGURE AP-1 Circumferentially Notched and Fatigue-Cracked 
Round Bar for Plate, Bar Stock, and 
Forgingst9) _ 
,. 
Note: D should be larger than 4(Krcl'fys)2. ··· · · 
. 
. . 
_ _., 0 .,,.. 0 ........ 0 ._.,No•:•-;;•' • 0 • .. 0 
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CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MATERIAL TESTED 
C Mn p s Si Cr 
o.69 1.20 0.012 0.024 0.30 1.04 
o.63 1.02 0.011 0.021 0.27 
.\' 
,,, 
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-----·------· · ..... -~~-··--------------·-·----- ,----- -- - . . . 
RESULTS OF TESTS COlfDUCTED 
ON SPECIMENS WITH PEARLITIC l·1ICR0STRUCTURES 
,:, 
HEAT 1 - SMOOTH BAR TEST RESULTS: 
0.2% Offset Tensile 
~"b· I, 
Yield Str. Strength .'% % Hardness F ,. 'l, 
·Condition {Psi. 2 {Psi·.} R. A. Elong •. Re 
Cold Stretched+ Stress Rel. 150,800 164,900 29.2 10.5 
at 700°F, 4 hrs. 149,200 163,500 29.8 11.5 
Ave.; 150,000 164,200 29.5. 11.0 35 ,,' 
Cold Stretched+ Stress 125,500 163,700 32.1 13.0 
Rel., 700°F, 8 hrs. 127,700. 163,800 29.8 11 •. 5 
. 
Ave •. 126,600··· 163,800 31.0 12.3 34 
Normalized at 16oo°F, 1 hr. . 129,800 149,000 16,6 6.6 
Cold Stretched+ Stress 131,100 149,200 16.8 6.2 
Rel. at 700°F, 8 hrs. 
Ave. 130,500 -149,100 16.7 6.4 32 
Stress Rel., 700°F, 4 hrs., 134,800 164,100 31.8 13.5 
+ Cold Stretched· 134,000 161,700 · 28.2 10.5 
Ave. 134,400 162,900 30.0 12.0 33 
Golcl Stretch·ed 
- ._ - . 133,700 ,, 163,700 27.9 ... -"11-.-5 




164,000 27.6 11.0 33 
Cold Stretched+ Stress 
Rel., ll00°F, 2 hrs. 










. . ~ 





........_,~-H .. --• ........ •-·•""t_• .. -....._.,..___ """""'''"':''~~~~-·-·-=----~---~---------- -------------···-·-·--·-----·-·---------·-~--·"' -~-----·-- ... ---·--·~----·-··•~ --· .. 0, ' ·- • ' ' • ... ' •• • • • • ,_ •• • O, .:· • 0 --. ••' ""• • • '• 00• 
Ave. 81,200 138,300 32.9 13.8 24 
Cold Stretched specimens wer~ loaded to about 87% of the Ultimate Tensile 
:--... , .. _..,==------"'~-=-==,...-. · -·=-=-=-~·-'=-,.,,.., .... _ ..Strength., _ --.. --.... ---~ .. -.. ·-··---.---·· . ..--- -- .. ·-·-.. --.. ----. ·--------- -· ___ -.... _ ... _. _ -· -... __ .. ,. .. ___ -.. ~- ___ -'D ___ ~ _ _ _ ..... _ ___ -- ---- - ~.. -·-- - .. _ -----~- -----~-"---~---·- ._ ............... -· 
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TABLE II -· CONT'D 
. - -·-·----·--· · · · · :~:- -RESULTS · OF TESTS . GOl'fBUCTEB · · · - --·-·~--·--- ·. ··--- ·.· -----. -------- -----··--···-·--·· --- ----- ------· -- '·- : ·- ---- . ~ -
. =---.· 
ON SPECil1EJ:1S WITH PEAJtLITIC 11ICROSTRUCTURES 
HEAT 2 -·SMOOTH BAR TEST RESULTS: 
•. 
Condition 
Cold Stretched+ Stress 
Rel., 700°F, 8 hrs. 
Ave. 
lJormalized at 16000F, 1 hr. 
Cold Stretched+ Stress 
Rel. at 700°F, 8 hrs. 
Ave. 
Stress Rel., 700°F, 4 hrs., 




Cold Stretched+ Stress 
. 0 





















Strength % % 
(Psi.l ·R. A. _.Elong. 
149,400 39.5 13.0 
149,200 ·36.1 13.,5 
149,300 37.8 13.3 
146,500 20.5 6.c2 
144, 500· 20.5 6.8 
145,500 20.·5 6.5 
147,900 38.9 12 •. 0 
147,200 38.7 13.0 
147,600 38.8. 12.5 
147,800 36.9 13.,0 
148,900 35. 7 ll .. O 
w 
148,400 36.3 12.0 
137, .200 ...... 4.3..-7 .... 1.6.-0 
137,800 41.4 14.0 









Cold Stretched specimens were loaded to about 87% of the Ultimate Tensile 
Strength • 
- . 
--- .. - . -- -- -····--·-· ,.--~ ··- ·---··--· . ---Stress Relieved specimens were Air Cooled. .. - .. -. •.. • •.··-.-.-·~· -~-·~'"'!-.:..- ···-: .:.:, --:'.'" .· ..• ;,...-_ . .;__:: ,_:, ~ -·:..,;:.--:-:-~oe·;·_:_..,.._'..;..~,_-:._ __ ,:.-,~-- • -----·••-••. -
. .-
--·-- . -·-- ··-- --·--·--~-~·~--~~~ ..... ···· .. ·----=---= 
. .. ···· · · ·.c·~•·c···c-.·c-.. ,-__ ··--··· ----~-·--·--·-·--··-·-· -· ··.-.--. ·- _____'.'.__..~~:::-:-----!. .... - .. _______ ,_ ----:.--=-=-----·~--·------·~----- -----=::::=::::-:::--~·-··---------. -··-----=-..::':'."'_7 :;.· ·------·--------- - -----------~:::':-.-- ·-·· .. -.. - . - - -·---- - ········-····· •.• 
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TABLE II - COiff I D ' 
, nvgr_rrTs OF TESTS CO"'rnn:cTE~ --~ -- - --- --- ~----~--~·--~ ------ - ... - - - ----------··---· ---------~--------------------,------~- ----,----·-:-------~------- --------··ro::.,- ,0.1.1 ·- - - -- -· - -- ·- -- . - . l~:.Uu -, ..u - --- -- . ---
. v"· . 
t-
~.-
-ON SPECI1-@TS t·JITH PEARLITIC MICROSTRUCTURES 
HEAT l - NOTCHED BAR TEST RESULTS: X 
Notched 
- Fracture 
.. !;-, . Stress 
.:~/. Condition {Psi.} 
Cold Stretched+ Stress 51,100 




Condition (1)· Ave. 65,900 
Condition (lY ,,i th no - - --- - ---
fatigue crack. 
Ave. 
-Cold Stretched+ Stress 
Rel., 700?F, 8 hrs. 
Ave. 
·- - - Normalized at 1600°F, ·l hr., 
Cold Stretched+ Stress 

















































-1 •. 06 
0--.56 
' ;; . . . .. -
0 •. 64 · 
0.54 
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TABLE II - CONT'D 
------- ----·-·- ---·--·· ---- ----- ---- - - - llESULTS OF -TESTs--c}ONDUCTED __________ _ - ~·-~. ·'-,-, •-,,;,,.-.,-....--s··-- - ~----~__.. ---- ---- ---· 
. ON SPECIMIDTS vJITJI PEARLITIC MICROSTRUCTURFS 
; 















(psi.) Psifu Ratio 
Cold Stretched +-Stress 
0 Rel., 1100 F, 2 hrs. N. A. 
···" ··-----· ...... · - _-:····_ -~--~·-··;:--:-::::....::.:-...:.··· _____ ,_, ·- - ---- - -~--- --·· ·-··· ·--·:.-····_· '.'"'"'. :..:--· ····-· -- ' ...... , ... , •.. ·~--
- f} • ------- .. ,-
Ave. 138,900 81,200 
Gold Stretched specimens were lo~ded to about 87% of the Ultimate 
Tensile Strength. 
Stress Relieved specimens were Air Cooled., 
1.71 
. N •. A. = Not Applicable. 
:, 
--
......... ., ..... 
(J 
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TABLE II - CONI' 1D 
-----· ---a- -- RESULTS OF TESTS COI'JDUCTED . . _,_ ··i ···- •. •'• . ,, . 
ON SPECI1vl:E1'TS hTITH PFARLITIC l\·1ICR0STRUCTURES 
HEAT 2 - NOTCHED BAR TEST RESULTS: 
.• 
Condition 
Cold Stretched+ Stress 
ael. ,. 700°F, 8 hrs, 
"'-·· -
Ave. 
Normalized at 1600°F, 1 hr., 
Cold Stretched+ Stress 
Rel., 700°F, 8 hrs. 
Ave. 
Stress Rel., 7QOOF, 





























Yield Str. · · 










Stress Relieved specioons were Air. Cooled. 
·- ····- ·····-----·---.·-·. ·--··'· . -·-~ . . 
-~·- .. 
-', ' '.":· ••.c •• • • 
K 





Stress to , 
Yield Str. 
Ratio 













- -38, .300 -
o.66 
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_______ _RES11LTS _ OF TESTS_ _C_QNDilCTED-- -------~ -· -----
ON SPECIMENS WITH MARTEI\J'SITIC 1-ITCROSTRUCTURES 
HEAT l - SMOOTH BAR TFBT RESULTS: 
Condit.ion 
Cluenched and ·Tempered 
at 800°F, 4 qrs. 
Quenched and Tempered 
0 
at 1000 F, 4 hrs. 
Quenched and Tempered 
at 1130°F, 4 hrs. 
Quenched and Tempered 

































7 •. 8 
203,600 34.3 10.0 
156,500 45.1 15.0 
155,500 44.0 1·s •. o 
156,000 44.6 15 •. 0 
146,700 47 .3 
140,700 49. 7 
18.-0., 
18 .. 0 
143,700 48 • .5 18.0 







Quenched and Tempered specimens i.1ere Normalized at 1600°F, 1 hr., 
Air Gool!t Austenitized at 1550°F 30 min Oil f'\.. . .-ench ·- -ru1d ·Tempered ____ : __ -· 
' . , •' "tU ' 
at the temperature indicated for 4 hrs., Air Cool •. 
. : 
.. · ... 
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TABLE III - CONT'D 
. 
- ------ --~---~~~--- .. ~- -- ' .~ -- --·- -··- -··-- - ---· . - - - ---
. -RESULTS OF TESTS COlJDUCTED 
ON SPECIMElfS ~lITH I\1ARTE1{,SITIC l1ITCROSTRUCTURES -
HEAT 2 - SMOOTH BAR TEST RESULTS: 
~ . 
0.2% Off.set Tensile 
Yield Str. Strength d. ;o % Hardness: 
Condition {Psi. 2 {Psi.~ R. A. Elong. Re Quenched and Tempered 177,800 201,100 39.4 10.4 
at 8Q0°F, 4 hrs. 179,300 204,200 38.8 10.2 
Ave •. 178,600 202,700 .39,1 10~3 43.5_ 
Quenched and Tempered 167,200 185,800 41.7 13.5 
at l000°F, 4 hrs. 161,200 181,900 42.7 12.5 
. -~ 
Ave. 164,200 183,900 42.2 13.0 38 
Quenched and Tempered 138,400 257,300 M.9 16.0 0 
at 1100 F, 4 hrs. 140,200 157,900 44.3 17.0 
Ave. 139,300 157,600 44.6 16.5 31.' 
Quenched and Tempered ~ 119,300 132,000 54.3 18.5 
. 0 
......... ·-· , .118,,6,00 132,300 . 53.2 I.8.,5 at 1200 F, -4 .hrs. 
Ave. 119,000 132,200. 53 •. 8 18.5 26 
----··----- ·-··-----· ~- -- --- ~--·-· - -Quenched- and-fempere-d sp.ecimens were Normalized at 1600°F, 1 hr., -Air 
Cool; Austenitized at 1550°F, 30 min., Oil Quench; and Tempered at the 
temperature indicated for 4 hrs., Air Cool. 
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-____ · ----'----------------~---------------·----.---· --------RES'Eff:lfS--()F-TES'fS eetfllJCTED- ' - -- ----- -----.-----··-,-· 
ON SPECIMENS 1·JITH }lARTEiiSITIC l1 ICROSTRUCTURES 
'. 
HEAT. 1 - lIOTCHED BA.."R TEST RESULTS: 
Condition 
Quenched and Tempered 
at 8QQOF, 4 hrs. 
·-:, •. 
Quenched and Tempered 
at 1000·°F, 4 hrs. 
Quenched and Tempered 
at 1130°F, 4 hrs. 
Quenched and Tempered 


























































• - ·c,, ~. 
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~ , _ Quenched and Tempered specimens t-1ere }Jormalized at 1600°F, 1 hr., - · 
;;'··--··----,-~·-~J~-~~-·,~,.-~!~,~,--.,,9_<?9.~i. ... ,aA~~.-~~-n~~-i.~-~g-,~t ... -~2.2.Q~~f,.._,_~JQ_c,.I!l.tr.>-_,,J_~ __ 9il._. __ Qy_~Jl9,h;_ ..... @d .. ,_T§UW~~d ... at ... tre .. ,.A,~--··="~~u-~,-~_, .. ,. -, ... -.... -
.1 · . temperature indicated for 4 hrs., Air Cool. 
:~· 
N. A. = rJot Applicable. 
. ~ 
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•.. .~ TABLE III --CONT'D 
------- ·-------.. -- ____ .. ___ ·- ------- -- ----- -- - - RESULTS OF TESTS COl-!DUCTED - - - - - -----~------ - ----------------- ~~ 
ON ·SPECIMEirs 1-JITI-I 1'IARTE1JSITIC 1'ITCROSTRUCTURES 
HEAT 2 - NOTCHED BAR TEST RESULTS: 
Condition 
Quenched and Tempered 
· at 800°F, 4 hrs. 
Quenched and Tempered 
at ll00°F, 4 hrs. 
Ave. 
Ave. 
























.· ., . . .. 
J~64,200 
-,_ .. 



















Quenched and Tempered 
· ---·---·w,,.,.,-, ... .c,.,,,c,.,,, .... ,,,,_,,_, · at 1200°F, 4 hrs. 179,200 191,200 
213,200 
N. A.·· ............ . __ .,._ ········-,~-... -'. .. ·--· ~·- ·- -
• 
Ave. 194,500 119,000 1.64 
. -1 Quenched ·and Tempered. spec~e.~.~--~-~r~~.--J:!9r~?J .. t-~ .. $.4 ____ ~}_._1_QQQ~-f~-- . .J~ .. J1r'" •. , .......... ----·,-·- ·----'-"·· ~--·-·---~-, .. 
_.Y_·~·-"·r ·"J•···=---·----~--·----·-·····=~-····"·-.Air ··c,i61"; ""Aiisteii'I't·:rzed····at"'·1550'°F' . 30 min.' Oil Quench; and Te~pered 
=~ • at the temperature indicated for 4 hrs., Air Cool ·· 
·-~-. 
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--~-------· ----------- - -------- -a-- RBSB"1'f'S- OF T-ESTS· COI'1'DUCTED--oN-SPECIME}!S -HEAT 
. ' 
TREATED TO 150 KSI YIELD STRENGTH AJ\TD TESTED AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES 
HEAT 1 - SMOOTH BAR TEST RESULTS: 
Condition 
Cold Stretched·+ Stress Rel. 0 at 700 F, 4 hrs. 
Condition (l} Ave. 
Condition (1) t:~sted at QOF 
Ave. 
... 
Condition (1) tested at 
·140°F 
Ave. 
Condition ·(1) te.s.ted at 
200°F 
Quenched and Tempered 




Condition (2) tested at QOF 
0.2% Offset 
Yield Str • 






Strength % % Hardness 
. (Psi.) R. _ A. Elong. __ Re_-_ 
164,900 29.2 10.5 
163,500 29.8 11.5 
164,200 29.5 11.0 
169,900 26.9 10.5 
169,600 29.8 9.5 


















160,000 31.4 10.0 
163,700 31.6 11 •. 0 
162,200 31.5 10.5 
158,900 31.4 11.0 
157,100 Jl.2 11.0 
158,300 31.3 11.0 
156, 500 45.1 15.0 
155,500 44.0 15.0 
- 156,000 44,.6 15.0 
158,700 42.3 14.5 






. Cold Stretched spe ~~~~~--.~~!9e c--·1~~~-Q~.J~~Q-"cgRQ)J±,_, __ =8_2Lai: t.he __ lJl-timat01'~,,--·-----=~~·~---··"cc.·-.~'-~--.~==-----·- - ... , =0 =·---,·-_,------,···--~--~~~~~~" =--·---,~n:sile Str·e:rigth-~-- ----- --- -- - ---
. 
--,··-·-·-- ---· -··-·- - .. ,,,._ ' - --
Quench~d a.nd Tempered specimens were Normalized at 1600°F, 1 hr., Air Cool; Austenitized at 1550°F, 30 min., Oil Quench; and Tempered at the temperature indicated for 4 hrs •. , Air Cool. 
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TABLE IV - CONT'D 
.. ·--. ··-·- -·-· ...... ________ -RESULTS OF TESTS eONDUeTE-D· O~I SPECI}1ENS HEAT -. - - - -- - -------- -. . . . - - . 
TREATED TO 150 KSI YIELD STRENGTH AND TESTED AT VARIOUS TOOERA.TURES 
HEAT 1 - NOTCHED BAR TEST RESULrs: 
·· ·· ·· · ············-·-···~----------- · Condition 
· Cold Stretched+ Stress 






















· Stress to 
Yield Str. 
Ratio 
Condition (1) Ave. · 65,900 ·150,000 .. 30,800 0.44 . 
Ave. 
Condition {1") tested 
at 140°F .. , 
Ave. 
Condi ti on (1) tested 
......... ---·- -., ... __ , ,-, _ .. ___ ·-··- ..... ,.... . . .,. . . O"C -- . . 
. . at 200 F. -
Ave. 
Quenched and Tanpered at 
ll30°F, 4 hrs. 
Condition (2 ) __ A.ve •. 













:15•.·-2-900 .. , . 
. . 
147/300 








. . . 
o!i_47= 







- · · Condition (2) tested . 205;00© · : . 
·- ···----~--- --- --------_ --------- ·----------- ·· ---·-·at-·co8F.-··---·_·_- - ·- -~ ------o--- ·------- ----- -. - _· -~ ·-,- -- ··- --·-1ss", 400 --· · --··- ---~c·~-=---c·~--,-=-~-~~-----,--"-~.,-N-~-c-~4-~~-----,---·---·--·--~:~:::::====-~: ........ : ........ ~:.--.=~ ..... -.::~'::~·.:,_·:::~.--~~·.::,_". 
181,400 
Ave. 191,600 140,000 ·~ · 1.37 
..... ,, ·-~ ; .... 
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TREATED TO 150 KSI YIELD STRENGTH AND TESTED AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES 
HF.AT 1 - NOTCHED BAR TEST RESULTS: 
Condition 

























Q_old Stretched specimens Yer_e ____ loaded--to-a.bout __ g+%--of'--the Ultimate 
Tensile Strength. 
Quenched and Tempered specimens were Normalized at 1600°F, 1 hr., 
Air Cool; Austenitized at 1550°F, JO min., Oil Quench; and Tempered 
at the temperature indicated for 4 hrs., Air Cool. 
'.. '.'>/'· 
N. A. = Not Applicable •. 
o' .. • 
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FIGURE 1 - CUTA'dAY VIE\~l OF A COlTCR.ETE BEA1\1 WITH AN ALLOY ST:rat 
TE!JOO!T HELD IlJ PLACE BY VARIOUS J,fETHODS 
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D _: Tempered Martensite 
structure 
O - Pearli tic structure ·D 
Q - Heat 1 
II - Heat 2 
... I . 
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FIGURE 3 - Plot of 1'Totche.i Fracture Stress versus the smooth bar 
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0 - Tempered Martensi te 
structure () - Pearlitic structure 
C] - Special Grade 
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FIGURE 4 - Plot of Notched Fracture Stress versus smooth bar 
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F1IGURE 5 ~ TYPICAL FRACTURE APPEAilANCE OF SPECIMENS vJITH A .. PEARLITIC MICROSTRUCTURE - HEAT 1 
Mag: l.5X 
..... ~--~- .....,.. _
_
 -












































- -. ..-:a...i .... Upper ,Left - Hot rolled to 1.25 inches round; Proof Stressed to 87~; UTS, Notched Fracture Stress = 68,300 psi . Upper Right - Hot rolled to 1.25 inches rom1d; Stress Relieved at 700°F, 4 hrs., Air Cool; ~P~oof Stressed to 87% UTS, 
-- ~ - -- - ,·1ro"tcnea ·-·rra.ct11re--· s-tress·--= 11·,900·- psi·~-·-- · - ----------· ·-
Lower Left - Hot rolled to 1.25 inches round; Proof Stressed to 
· 87% UTS; , Stress Relieved at 700°F, 8 hrs., -Air Cool, Notched Fracture Stress= 71,100 psi . Lower Right - Hot rolled to 1. 25 inches rotmd ;· Proof Stressed 
to 87% UTS; · Str R lieved at ll00°F, 2 hrs •. , Air Cool, Notched Fracture Stress= ]38,900 psi. 
. .. 
-




FIGURE 6 Etch:· lJ Nital 
Mag: 250X Stress Relieved 7000F, 
4 hrs., A. c., Proof 
Stressed to 87% UTS 
J 
Proof stressed to 
Etch: 1% Nital 
g: 250X 
87% tn'S, Str ss Relieved 






...... JI ..... 
FIGURE 8 Etch: 1% Nital , FIGURE 9 Etch: 1% Nital ~-~ --0.50..v_ • 
________ " _____ ..... - ----·=-=-· .. ---=--=--=·=·-=-ff'".-= ~ --- ~-50X .... -· .. · · -. ---,- .. -----=··,,.-·-= =.,,,.,-=-=--·-=·· ·--"'"' .. .,------.,.----"---T~6 • - IC.. VA . ------ -- - - .. _ - - - - . . . . . . .l"Jl:Lg: t::, Proof st.ressed to Proof Stre eed to 87% UTS 87% UTS, _Stress Relieved 
700°F, 4 hrs., A. c. 






















- Ultima.te Tensile Strength 
- 0.2% Offset-Yield Strength 
.. 
- }Totched· F'racture -Stress 
/:J,, - Rockwell "C" Hardness 
,. ;j 
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FIGURE 10 - The effect of tempering ten1perature on notched and 
unnotched stre11gth and hardness .- 1Ieat 1. ___ Specimens 
were normalized a,t 1600°F, 1 hr., Air Cool; hardened 
at 15 50°F, 30 min., Oil Quencl1ed; and tempere_d at the 
temperatttre indicated for four hrs., Air Cool • 
• 
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FIGURE 11 - The ef'fect of ternpering temperature on the notched 
,fracture stress and smooth bar ductilit·v - Heat 1. 
f.' 
1' 
Specimens i.rere norraalized at 1600°F, 1 br., Air 
Cool; hardencq at 1550°F, 30 min., Oil Quench; and 
tempered at the temperature indicated for 4 hrs., 
Air Cool. 
1200 
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0 - Ultimate Tensile 
CJ - O. 2% Off set Yield Strength 
<) - Notched Fracture Stress 
6 - Rockwell 11 c·n Hardness 
f ,·c 
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1200 
FIGURE 12 - The effect of ten1per·ing tenperatureon ·, notched and 
unnotched strength and hardness - Heat 2. Specimens 
were normalize& at 1600°F, 1 hr., Air Cool; hardened 
at 1550°F, 30 min., Oil Quench; and tempered at the 
temperature indicated for four brs., Air Cool. 
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FIGURE 13 - The effect of tempering temperature on notched 
'· 
• 
· fracture stress and smooth ba.r ductility - Heat 2. 
Specimens were normalized at 1600°F, 1 hr., 
Air Cool; hardened at, 1550°F, 30 min., Oil Quench; 
and tempered at the tanperature indicated for · 4 hrs., 
Air Cool. 
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FIGURE 14 - TYPICAL FRACTURE APPEARANCE OF SPECDOOIS \ITTH A l·1ARTElJ-
SITIC MICROSTRUCTURE - HEAT 1 · 
t ·- ·-.... > 
Iiormalized at 1600°F, 1 hr., Air Cool; Austeni ti zed at 1550°F, 30 min., 
Oil Quench; Tempered 4 Ms. at the temperature indicated, Air Cool. 
Upper Le~ - Tempered at 800°F, Notched Fract~e Stress= 67,600 psi . 
Upper Right - Tempered at l000°F, Notched Fracture Stress= 175,300 psi. 
Lower Right - Tempered at 1130°F, lJotched Fracture Stress = 193 ,700 psi . 
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Proof Stressed to 87% UTS 
Stress rel. - 700°F, 4 hrs., A.c. 
0 - Notched :F'r~cture Stress 
A - Krc 
Normalized - 1600°F, 1 hr., A.c. 
Hardened - 1550°F, 30 min., O.Q. 
Tempered - 1130°F, 4 hrs., A.C • 
D - Notched Fracture Stress 
.-. 
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FIGURE 15 - The effect· o:f Test Temperature on the Notched Fracture · Stress and Krc to the same strength level of Pearlitic 
and }'1artensi tic steels heat treated to the same strength levels - Heat 1. 
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FIGURE 16 - The effect of test temperature on the yield strength 
and percent reduction in area of pearlitic and 
martensitic steels heat treated to the same strength 
levels - Heat 1. 
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MICROSTRUCTUR·E, TESTED AT V~~IOUS TEMPERATUJ.ES - HEAT 1 
Mag: 1.5x 
I 
.. ~ - . ·- . ..,,. ·t 
N~rmalized at 1600°F, 1 hr., Air Cool; Austenitized at 1550°F, 30 min., Oil Quench; Tempered at 11J0°F, 4 hrs., Air Cool. 
Upper - Tested at 75°F, Notched Fracture Stress= 193,700 psi. Lower Left - Tested at QOF, ~otched Fracture Stress = 9 , 600 psi. 
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